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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a well-known 1955 paper [9], H. L. T urrittin showed that certain formal 
solutions of a linear homogeneous differential system in the neighborhood 
of an irregular singular point can be replaced by convergent factorial series. 
Later [lOI he extended these results to certain nonhomogeneous systems. 
Recently [i l] Turrittin has posed the following question: Let A(z) and B(z) 
be holomorphic at z = 0, where A is an 12 x n matrix and B an n-vector, and 
consider the differential system 
zqdw/dz) = A(x) w(z) + B(z), U-1) 
with a formal power series solution .~(a) = x:;“=, zCj . What are the necessary 
and sufficient conditions that w(x) converge in a neighborhood of x = 0 7 
In this paper we obtain an answer to this question, which extends to a class 
of functional differential equations similar to those we have studied pre- 
viously [3], [4]. 
Questions of solvability of linear equations and systems are especially 
amenable to study in a function space setting. For exampie, W. A. Harris, 
Jr., Y. Sibuya, and L. Weinberg [5] have proved the classical theorems of 
Perron and Lettenmeyer [6] and other results by making an ingenious appli- 
cation of bifurcation techniques. Ju. F. Korobemik [6] has also obtained a 
proof of the Lettenmeyer theorem and theorems on solvability of certain 
nonhomogeneous equations by means of the theory of normally solvable and 
Noetherian operators (also called generalized Fredholm operators or Cp- 
operators, see [I], [2]). 
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In the present paper, we apply the theory of normally solvable operators to 
systems of functional differential equations in the neighborhood of a 
singularity at x = 0 in order to derive an alternative theorem. We then use 
A. E. Taylor’s representation of Banach spaces of holomorphic functions [S] 
to obtain the solution of Turrittin’s problem. Finally, we give several examples 
to show the application of our results. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let BI and B, be Banach spaces and let T: BI + B, be a continuous linear 
operator with domain BI . Denote the conjugate of T by T*. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The operator T is called normally solvable if the set 
T(B,) is closed in B, . 
DEFINITION 2.2. The d-characteristic of the operator T is the ordered 
pair (a(T), /3(T)), where a(T) = dim(ker T) and p(T) = dim(B,/T(B,)). 
p(T) is called the defect number of T. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The index of the operator T is the number /3(T)+(T), 
denoted by ind( T). 
DEFINITION 2.4. The operator T is called a Noetherian operator if T is 
normally solvable and has a finite d-characteristic, i.e., both a(T) and ,8(T) 
are finite. 
Remark 2.1. If /3(T) < co, then /3(T) = dim(ker T*). 
Remark 2.2. A more general definition of a normally solvable operator 
can be found in the book of Przeworska-Rolewicz and Rolewicz [7], p. 184. 
The following lemma is due to I. C. Gohberg and M. G. Krem [2] and will 
be used extensively. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T: BI + B, be a continuous Noetherian operator, and let 
TI : BI -+ B, be a compact operator. Then Tz = T + TI is a Noetherian 
operator from BI into B, with ind(T,) = ind(T). 
The following lemma is proved in the book of D. Przeworska-Rolewicz and 
S. Rolewicz [7], p. 187. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let BI and B, be Banach spaces with conjugate spaces B,* and 
B,*. Let T: BI -+ Bz be a Noetherian operator. Then the con$gate operator 
T”: B,” -+ B,” is also a Noetherian operator and ind(T*) = -ind(T). 
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3. AN ALTERNATIVE THEOREM 
For an arbitrary Noetherian operator a result like the Fredholm alternative 
will hold. We will denote the kernel of an operator T by Z(T), and the anni- 
hilator of a set IV by WA. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T: B, + B, be a Noetherian operator with conjugate T*. 
Then : 
(i) The equation Ty = u,, has a solution if and only if uO E Z(T*)l. 
(ii) The equation T*f = g has a solution if and only ifg E Z(T**)‘-. 
Proof. The following lemma, due to Korobemik [6], proves the theorem. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let BI and B2 be Banach spaces, and let T: B, --+ B, be a 
continuous linear operator. Then the following two properties are equivalent. 
(a) T is nornaalb solvable. 
(b) The equation Ty = u,, , uO E B, , is solvable an B, if and only if 
u. E Z( T”)l. 
In the next two sections we will define a Noetherian neutral differential 
operator, L, , and use Theorem 3.1 to study the solvability of associated 
nonhomogeneous equations. For this operator we will be able to obtain a 
representation of the space Z(L,*)I. 
4. A NOETHERIAN NEUTRAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR 
Let T > 0, let G = (z : 12: 1 < Y) and define $,(G) to be the Banach space 
of functions v(z) holomorphic in G and p times continuousiy differentiable 
on G, with norm 
jj v(z)llp = {max 1 29)(x)(, 0 < i f p, I z j = r>. 
Let AD,,(G) be the Banach space of n-vector functions 
Y(4 = (YY4,..., Y%)>” 
where y”(z) E A,(G), 1 < K < n, with norm 
II u(4ll’Z = @ax II yk(z)llz, J < JZ d 4. 
Define the continuous linear operator L, : A,JG) -+ A,,,(G) by 
LY(~ = A(x) ~‘(4 + B(4 ~(4 + CC.4 ~(3 + -Q) Y’GW, (4-I) 
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where 4.4, %4 CC+ E( x are n x n matrices with elements belonging to > 
A,(G) and h is a complex constant, 0 < ( X [ < 1. Korobeinik [6] shows that 
the operator TI : A,,,(G) + A,,,(G), defined by T,y(z) = A(x) y’(z), is 
Noetherian with d-characteristic (n, s), where s is the number of zeros, counted 
algebraically, of det A(z) in G, and that the operator T2 : AI,,(G) + Ao,,(G) 
defined by T,y(x) = B(x) y(z) is compact. We can use Korobeinik’s method 
to prove that the operator T3 : A,,,(G) + A,,,(G) defined by T,y(z) = 
C(z) y(hx) is compact. 
LEMMA 4.1. The operator T4 : AI,,(G) -+ A,,,(G) defined by T4y(z) = 
E(z) y’(k), with E and X as in (4. l), is compact. 
Proof. Let (y&z)> b e a bounded sequence in A,,,(G) and let y&z) = 
(Y,~(.+.., ykn(4)=. Th en there exists M > 0 such that /lyk(x)/;” < M, 
R = 1, 2,..., and hence IIy,,‘(z)]l~ < M. But for K = 1, 2,... and 1 < j < n 
this means that j y$(x)l < M for 1 x 1 < Y. Therefore by Mantel’s theorem 
(y;(s)> is a normal family for 1 x 1 < r and so {y~(A.z)} is a normal family 
for I z j < r/A. Hence {yc(A~)} contains a subsequence which converges on 
compact subsets of (z : / x I < r/h). In particular, this subsequence con- 
verges on (2 : ( z 1 = r]. By selecting further subsequences if necessary we 
obtain a subsequence {JJ;~(Az)} of (yk’(Az)} convergent in .&,,(G). Clearly 
the sequence {E(z) yLm(h x )} . 1s a so convergent and hence T4 is compact. I 
We can now apply Lemma 2.1 to the operator L, to obtain the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Y > 0, G = {z : 1 x 1 < r], let A(z), B(x), C(z), E(x) 
have elements in A,,(G). Then the operator L, , de$ned by (4.1), is a Noethwian 
ope-rator with ind(L,) = s - n. 
Since P(L,J 3 0 and ind(L,) = s - n we obtain an extension of 
Lettenmeyer’s theorem to functional differential systems as a corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, the number ol(L,) 
of linearly indeperzdent solutions, holomorphic in G, of the system L,y = 0 
has the lower bound n - s. 
If the operatorl, is surjective, then the nonhomogeneous equationL,y = u 
will be solvable in AI,,(G) for every u E A&G). This will occur if and only 
if ol(L,) takes on the lower bound given above. We state this result as another 
corollary of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, L,(A,,,(G)) = 
A,,,(G) qand only $cy(L,) = n - s. 
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If the operator L, is bijective, then the nonhomogeneous equation L,y = u 
will have a unique solution in rZr,,(G) f or every zl E g&G). In the next three 
corollaries to Theorem 4.1 we give criteria for bijectivity and also state some 
results concerning the conjugate operator L,, *. These corollaries follow from 
Remark 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) The equation L,y = u has a zcniqzle solution in Al,,(G) for e-v~y 
u E A,,,(G). 
(ii) ol(L,) = fi(L,) = 0. 
(iii) ind(L,) = 0 and the equation L,y = 0 has on@ the zero solution, 
COROLL~Y 4.4. If ind(L,) = 0 then the equations L,y = 0 and L,*f = 0 
have the same number of linearly independent solutions. 
The next corollary shows that the condition ind(L,) = 0 of Corollary 4.4 
is necessary. 
COROLLARY 4.5. If ind(L,) # 0 then the operatorsL, and L,* cannot both 
be surjective. 
Remark 4.1. Theorem 3.1, together with the corollaries to Theorem 4.1, 
constitute an analogue of the Fredholm alternative for the operator L, . 
5. THE CONJUGATE SPACE [Ao,w(G)]* 
In the next two sections we will set G = {x : 1 z / < l} and will denote the 
spaces 8,(G) and AD,,(G) by A, and A,,, , respectively. Also let ,4”(G) = 
(y(z) : y(z) is holomorphic in G). 
The description of the space A,* given by the next three theorems is due 
to A. E. Taylor [8]. 
Let 
u(z) = -g u@ and F(z) = -f F&z+. 
k=O LO 
If u E A, and F E A”, denote the Hadamard product of u and F by 
where 2 = .a,~, and j Z~ j < 1, i = 1, 2. Define A00 as the class of all FE A 
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such that lim,,-B(u, F; r) exists for every u E 8, . Define the mapping 
A: Aoo -+ A,” by 
4F) = Y with y(u) = hl B(zc,F; I), UEAo. (5.2) 
Also define the mapping K: ,4,* + A,0 by 
wll(4 = f 43 9. 
k=O 
THEOREM 5.1. Aoo is a Banach space if the norm is defined by 
IIFII = !$JJ [q{l +,F; 711 : II u I/o = 1, u ~Ao>l. 
(5.3) 
THEOREM 5.2. The mapping A is an isometric isomorphism and A-l = K. 
The following theorem gives a representation of the space A,*. 
THEOREM 5.3. Every linear functional y E A,* is representable in the form 
y(u) = Jln+ & s’” u(peis) F ($ e-iO) de, u E L40 , (5.4) 
0 
where r < p < 1 and F E Aoo. F uniquely determines and is uniquely determined 
by, andI1 Y II = IIFII. 
The representation (5.4) can easily be extended to the space A&. For 
u = (ul,..., ZP)~ and F = (Fl,..., Fn)T with ui~8, and FE& i = l,..., n, 
define the Hadamard vector product of u and F, where u and F have power 
series representations 
respectively, by 
Here z, and z2 are as in (5.1) and the “dot product” is defined by 
u -F = u~FI + u2F” -j- ... + u”F”. (5.6) 
Then the space Ai,% can be defined as the class of all F with components 
in A such that lim,,- B(u, P; r) exists for each u E A,,, . The mappings fl 
and K can also be extended. For F E A,,, and y E A& define 
A(F) = Y with y(u) = !$I B(u, F, r), u E A,,, 9 
and (5.7) 
CKb41(4 = i. 4~‘) zk- 
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Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are also true in the vector case, and so we 
can represent the space A& by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. Every linear functional y E AZ, is representable ifz tiae form 
wherer <p < 1 andFEA&. F uniquely determines and is uniqacely deter- 
mined by y, and j! y j! = j!F 11. 
The following consequence of Theorem 5.4 will enable us to apply 
Theorem 3.1 effectively. 
TBEOXEM 5.5. T/ze fin&on u E A,, belongs to Z(Ln*)i if atzd only <f 
u(peie) * F ($ e-aa) d8 = 0, r<p<l, (5.9) 
for every F E Ai., which satis$es 
for ally ts a,,, . 
Proof. We define the space F&J by $J$!+,) = K(Z(.&*)). Hence g&J 
is a subspace of A& and can be represented by 
9(.&J = {FE A&: F satisfies (5.10) for ally E A,,,]. (5.1 I> 
u is in Z(&*)’ if and only if Y(U) = 0 for all y E Z(L,*). But by Theorem 5.4 
this means 
for every F E K(Z&*)) = P&J and the proof is complete. 
The description of Z(Lla*>-+- given in Theorem 5.5 allows us to apply the 
alternative theorem of Section 3. Together, these two theorems provide an 
answer to Turrittin’s question, viz., Eq. (1.1) has a solution holomorphic in 
the open unit disk and continuous on the closed unit disk if and only if B(z) 
satisfies (5.9) for every F E Ai,, which satisfies (5.10) with 
A(z) as in (1.1). 
L,y zz Sy’(a) - A(Z) y(x), 
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In the next section we will give some examples to illustrate the application 
of Theorems 3.1 and 5.5. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In this section we will again assume that G = (a : ] .z 1 < 11. Consider the 
operator L, : A,,, -+ A,,, given by 
LA4 = 44 ~‘(4 + JW ~(4 + CW Y(W (6.1) 
where A(z), B( z , ) and C(X) are n x n matrices holomorphic at I = 0 and X 
is a complex constant, 0 < 1 X 1 < 1. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A(z) = diag{za, 1, l}, B(z) = diagfl + cz, 1, -l), 
where c is a complex constant, and C(z) = 0. Then, for this choice of A, l3, 
and C, ind(L,) = - 1, a(L,) = 2, and B(La) = 1, 
We will now exhibit the space F(L& F(z) E 9(LJ if and only if 
(6.2) 
for all y E A,,, . Let 37 = (yr, y2, y3)’ and F = (F, P,P)r. Hence (6.2) is 
equivalent to 
jl,p & jo2n (p2eai8y1’(pe~@) + (1 + cpeie) yl(pezO)) Fr (f e-@) & 
+ $p & 6’ (y2’(peie) + y2(peie)) F2 (-$ e+) de 
-I- J7$ & j:z (~(~e~~) - y3(~e~e)) F3 i$ e-@) d6 = 0. (6.3) 
Equation (6.3) is true for all y E 4 i 1,3 if and only if each limit involved is zero, 
so we will consider the limits individually. 
By the de&-&ion of the Hadamard product the first limit in (6.3) is 
lim,,- B(z2y1’ + yr + czyl, .P; r). Hence set 
and F1(.z) = ‘f F&s+ 
h-0 
to obtain the equation 
+ f y~Fk~k + c -f y;F;+l+-l 
I 
= 0. (6.4) 
k=O k=O 
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Since Fr E A,O the limit in (6.4) exists and we can apply -4bel’s theorem to 
obtain 
f kF;,y,l + f (Fk’ t- cF;+~) y; = 0. (6.5) 
P=l k=O 
If the number c is not zero or a negative integer, equation (6.5) yields the 
recurrence relation 
k = 1, 2,..., (6.6) 
and thus 
Fl@) = 1 + f (-l)k’@) 




If c is zero or a negative integer, we obtain 
(6.8) 
instead of (6.7). 
Similarly the second and third limits in (6.3) are found to be 
F2(.z) = F3(z) s 0. (6.9) 
These calculations show that the vector F(x) = (P, 0, O)*, where Fr is 
given by (6.7) or (6.8), is a member of Z(L3). But dim%&,) = 1 since 
/3(L3) = 1, so F(L3) consists of scalar multiples of F(z). Since the nonhomo- 
geneous equation L,y = u, u = (z~r, up, u3)r has a solution if and only if 
u E F(L#, zl must satisfy 
(6.10) 
If we let 21l(2) = C?= k o zdil z .r li , then by the definition of the Hadamard product 
and Abel’s theorem, (6.10) is equivalent to 
uol + f (--lYw u 
k=l P(k + c) ” = OS 
when c is not zero or a negative integer, or 
(6.114 
(6.1 lb) 
when c is zero or a negative integer. Thus equation (6.1 la) or (6.1 lb) provides 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability in A,,, of L,y = II. 
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Remark. With c = 0, this is equivalent to an example of Turrittin [II]. 
Equation (6.11 b) yields Turrittin’s solvability condition in this case. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A(z) = diag(za, 1, l), B(z) = diag(1, 1, - 1) and C(Z) = 
diag( 1, 1, 1). In this case, as in Example 1, ind(L,) = - 1, ~@a) = 2 and 
P&3) = 1. 
By the method of Example 1 we find that the vector F = (Fl, Fz, F3)* is 
in F(L3) if and only if Fa(z) = F3@) = 0 and 
m (-l)k-1 k-1 
F’(x) = zl (k - l)! j=l (11 (1fh’))zk. (6.12) 
Hence the equation L,y = u has a solution if and only if ur, the first com- 
ponent of u, with power series expansion U’(Z) = C,“=, uklak, satisfies 
(6.13) 
In the preceding examples the fact that the elements of B(x) were at most 
linear functions enabled us to determine P(L3) by means of a two term recur- 
rence relation. In order to determine g(L,) in case B(z) does not satisfy this 
condition we would need to solve at least a second order difference equation, 
and the computations would be much more difficult. 
The computations in the previous examples were simplified further because 
the matrices A, B, and C were diagonal. Thus the systems consisted of three 
independent scalar equations and we were able to solve for each component of 
the vector F separately. Sometimes a system can be diagonalized by a simi- 
larity transformation, but otherwise it is usually difficult to solve separately 
for the components of the vector F. The following is an example of a non- 
diagonalizable system for which F can be calculated readily. 
EXAMPLE 3. In (6.1) let A(z) = diag(z2, z2), B(z) = (: t) and C(Z) = 0. 
Then ind(L,) = 2, OI(LJ = 0, and /3(L,) = 2. The vector function F(x) = 
x:,“=, F,x” is in 9(L,) if and only if 
lim ?- J”” (L,y(p@)) . F (+ ~9’) do = 0. 
r-1- 27r 0 
or equivalently, with J)(Z) = C,“=, ~~9, 
;y f kyyk: - Fk+g+“+l + f’ By, . F~+] = o. 
k=l k=O 
(6.14) 
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Equation (6.14) can be written as 
(6.15j 
which yields the following recurrence relation: 
-F, = (0, QT, 
Fk = (-l)'-' 
(k - l)! 
[B?'j-1F 
1, k = 2, 3,... . 
However [BT]‘“l = (i “;‘), so, setting Fl = (4, lJT, we have 
F(z) = (qze-’ - xBe-z, ze-z)T. (6.11) 
Thus the conditions for the solvability of the nonhomogeneous equation 
L,y = u with 
03 
u = (22, q” and ui = C u,~?z*, j= Z,2, 
k=O 
are 
f (-l)k-l(k + 4 - 1) 
t&l = 0 
R=l (k - I)! 
and 
~=1 (k - l)! “’ = ” If (-lY-l (6.18b) 
(6.18a) 
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